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French
Key subject skills
AO1
Listening – understand and respond to
different types of spoken language

AO2
Speaking – communicate and interact
effectively in speech

AO3
Reading – understand and respond to different
types of written language

AO4
Writing – communicate in writing
➢

➢
➢
➢

➢

➢

demonstrate general and specific
understanding of different types of
spoken language
follow and understand clear standard
speech using familiar language across a
range of specified contexts
identify the overall message, key
points, details and opinions in a variety
of short and longer spoken passages,
involving some more complex
language, recognising the relationship
between past, present and future
events
deduce meaning from a variety of short
and longer spoken texts, involving
some complex language and more
abstract material, including short
narratives and authentic material
addressing a wide range of
contemporary and cultural themes
recognise and respond to key
information, important themes and
ideas in more extended spoken text,
including authentic sources, adapted
and abridged, as appropriate, by being
able to answer questions, extract
information, evaluate and draw
conclusions.

➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢

➢

➢

communicate and interact effectively in
speech for a variety of purposes across a
range of specified contexts
take part in a short conversation, asking
and answering questions, and exchanging
opinions
convey information and narrate events
coherently and confidently, using and
adapting language for new purposes
speak spontaneously, responding to
unexpected questions, points of view or
situations, sustaining communication by
using rephrasing or repair strategies, as
appropriate
initiate and develop conversations and
discussion, producing extended sequences
of speech
make appropriate and accurate use of a
variety of vocabulary and grammatical
structures, including some more complex
forms, with reference to past, present and
future events
make creative and more complex use of
the language, as appropriate, to express
and justify their own thoughts and points of
view
use accurate pronunciation and intonation
to be understood by a native speaker

➢
➢
➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

understand and respond to different types of
written language
understand general and specific details within
texts using high frequency familiar language
across a range of contexts
identify the overall message, key points, details
and opinions in a variety of short and longer
written passages, involving some more complex
language and recognising the relationship
between past, present and future events
deduce meaning from a variety of short and
longer written texts from a range of specified
contexts, including authentic sources involving
some complex language and unfamiliar material,
as well as short narratives and authentic material
addressing relevant contemporary and cultural
themes
recognise and respond to key information,
important themes and ideas in more extended
written text and authentic sources, including
some extracts from relevant abridged or adapted
literary texts
demonstrate understanding by being able to scan
for particular information, organise and present
relevant details, draw inferences in context and
recognise implicit meaning where appropriate
translate a short passage from French into
English.

➢
➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

communicate effectively in writing for a
variety of purposes across a range of specified
contexts
write short texts, using simple sentences and
familiar language accurately to convey
meaning and exchange information
produce clear and coherent text of extended
length to present facts and express ideas and
opinions appropriately for different purposes
and in different settings
make accurate use of a variety of vocabulary
and grammatical structures, including some
more complex forms, to describe and narrate
with reference to past, present and future
events
manipulate the language, using and adapting a
variety of structures and vocabulary with
increasing accuracy and fluency for new
purposes, including using appropriate style and
register
make independent, creative and more complex
use of the language, as appropriate, to note
down key points, express and justify individual
thoughts and points of view, in order to
interest, inform or convince
translate sentences and short texts from
English into French to convey key messages
accurately and to apply grammatical
knowledge of language and structures in
context.

Building on prior learning
What can students do by the end of KS2?
By the end of KS2, students should be able to do the following in relation to each of the following main strands highlighted in the national Key Stage 2 Framework for Languages:
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Oracy:
➢ Listen to and understand the
main points and some detail
from a short, spoken passage
➢ Give a presentation in a clear
audible voice
➢ Converse briefly without
prompts
➢ Enjoy listening and speaking
confidently
Literacy:
➢ Read aloud with confidence,
enjoyment and expression, in
chorus or individually
➢ Read and understand the
main points and some detail
from a short written passage
➢ Write several sentences from
memory
➢ Develop a short text using a
model
Intercultural Understanding:
➢ Demonstrate understanding of
and respect for cultural
diversity
➢ Present information about an
aspect of another country

Knowledge about Language:
a) Oracy:
➢ Recognise the importance and significance of
intonation.
➢ Use knowledge of language to present
information and personal ideas.
➢ Notice and manipulate agreements.
➢ Use knowledge of words, text and structure
to make meaning, using simple language
spontaneously.
b) Literacy:
➢ Use knowledge of form including, where
appropriate, plurals and notions of gender to
improve access to a range of texts
➢ Apply knowledge of word order and sentence
construction to support the understanding of
written text.
➢ Use knowledge of the language features, style
and layout of different texts to support
understanding.
➢ Apply knowledge of words and text
conventions to build meaningful sentences
and short texts.
c) Intercultural Understanding:
➢ Devise questions for authentic use.
➢ Recognise that languages have different ways
of expressing social relationships.
➢ Create spoken and written language using
simple sentences.

Language Learning Strategies:
a) Planning, analysing and evaluating ways of learning:
➢ Discuss language learning
➢ Discuss and try out different learning strategies
➢ Plan and prepare themselves for a language activity
➢ Analyse what they need to know in order to carry out a task
➢ Use knowledge of English or other languages to help learning and understanding
➢ Direct all their attention to what they need in order to understand a spoken or written text
b)
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Communicating: understanding and being understood:
Use gesture or mime to show they understand
Recognise words which the teacher mouths silently
Ask someone to clarify or repeat
Use grammatical knowledge to help understand someone speaking
Pick out key words when listening

c)
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Practising language:
Practise saying new words under their breath
Practise saying words aloud
Record themselves
Practise with a friend
Answer in their heads questions asked to other people
Try to use the language outside of the classroom
Write down words, phrases and sentences

d)
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Memorising:
Use a physical response
Use a mental association to help to remember words
Remember rhyming words
Say words to a rhythm
Play games to help to remember
Read and memorise words
Learn a short text by gradually blocking out the words
Compare techniques for memorising words
Analyse and compare language in English and another language(s)
Write things down

e)
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Applying prior knowledge:
Apply previous knowledge and clues to help understanding
Decode and make meaning based on previous knowledge, language and other cues
Sort words into categories
Apply known rules when creating new language
Integrate new language into previously learnt language
Pronounce/read aloud unknown words
Use the context of what they see/read to determine some of the meaning
Use a word or phrase known in one context or topic in a different topic or context

f)
➢
➢
➢

Dictionary Skills:
Understand why there are two parts to a bilingual dictionary
Put words in dictionary order using the first letter of the word and then the first and second letters of the word
Use a dictionary to look up spellings and find the meaning of new words
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What are the skills gaps?
Baseline expectations

Year 9
Year 7
Students can:
listen and read for key details in and
understand the gist of short passages,
though there may be some mistakes
made with this.
transcribe short phrases containing
some unknown words by combining
phonics
write and speak using sentences joined
together with some connectives and
extending beyond the minimum.
give some opinions in responses, with
justifications at times.
demonstrate solid pronunciation, with
key messages clear.
demonstrate the ability to use 1 tense
successfully.
produce simple sentences and
structures accurately on the whole,
though there may still be errors with
spelling, verb forms and adjective
agreements
translate a range of short sentences on
familiar topics, incorporating a variety
of different verb forms, into and from
English.
use some strategies to work out
unknown vocabulary, but find this
challenging at times.

Year 8
Students can:
listen and read for key details in
and understand the gist of
passages containing 2 tenses,
though there may be mistakes
made with this at times.

Students can:

Students can:

understand the gist of a lot of what
is heard / read, but understanding is
not always accurate.

pick out the main points in long
spoken and written passages, giving
sound answers in English and
sometimes in French.

adopt some strategies to work out
the meaning of questions and
answers to them

transcribe and/or identify the
meaning of phrases containing
unknown words at times using
strategies

understand shorter passages on
familiar topics comfortably, though
longer passages or unfamiliar topics
prove more challenging.

respond well using simple
structures and sometimes attempt
more detailed spoken and written
responses successfully

ask questions and give mostly
developed spoken and written
answers

use a variety of opinions and
justifications.

use past, present & future tenses
with a good level of accuracy.

make regular correct reference to
2 tenses, though at times these
are formed incorrectly.

demonstrate fairly good
pronunciation and intonation

display sound pronunciation and
intonation which allows fairly clear
communication.
translate a short text (35 words)
containing simple structures and 2
tenses on familiar topics into and
from English.
translate sentences which include
‘I’ forms of verbs in 2 tenses to
and from English fairly confidently.

Year 10

use justified opinions regularly in my
spoken and written language
translate a short text (35 words)
containing simple structures, 3
tenses and vocabulary on familiar
topics to and from English.

translate sentences which include ‘I’
forms of verbs in 3 tenses into and
from English fairly confidently.

listen and read for gist fairly
confidently, adopting some
listening and reading strategies to
work out answers to questions.
use a variety of opinions,
justifications and some complex
structures in my writing / speaking
ask questions and give detailed
answers in spoken/ written
language.
refer to 3 time frames in my
speaking / writing.
demonstrate good pronunciation
and intonation
translate a text (50 words)
containing some complex
structures, a variety of tenses and
vocabulary on familiar topics with a
good level of accuracy into and
from English
translate sentences that include
different verb forms in 3 tenses to
and from English, with occasional
errors with spellings, adjective
agreements and verb formation.

Year 11
Students can:
readily understand longer passages. infer
answers and work out the meaning of
new words from context

identify and understand idiom and
expressions
give detailed and accurate answers in
both French and English.
respond spontaneously to spoken
questions with very good pronunciation &
a nice accent.
use a wide variety of grammar,
vocabulary (including a range of
connectives) and at least 3 time frames
correctly with occasional errors.
narrate and develop points fully using
clear explanations and justifications.
structure points logicially, narrating and
developing them fully using clear
opinions, explanations and
justifications.
translate a text (50 words) containing
some complex structures, a variety of
tenses and vocabulary on familiar and
unfamiliar topics fairly accurately into
and from English
work out the meaning of some unknown
vocabulary through the use of a range of
strategies.
translate complex sentences using
different verb forms in 3 tenses into and
from English, with occasional errors
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Cultural Links:
➢ Key French Acronyms
and Dates

How does this
prepare students
for future learning?
Again, all AOs are
practised. Pupils
move from simply
giving opinions to
justifying these
regularly, with
grammar extending
to facilitate this
shift
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 3 - School
➢ Introduction to
GCSE-Style Skills
Assessments (S)

Grammar:
➢ Present of
‘jouer’
➢ Present of
‘faire’
➢ à + le etc
➢ Frequency
phrases
➢ Full present
tense (regulars)
➢ Si clauses with
present
➢ Basic opinions
and
justifications
➢ Key connectives
Cultural Links:
➢ Frenchspeaking
countries
➢ Francophone
sporting events
(Tour de
France)

End of unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (90word) and
Translation
(E→F)

Links

Skills tested
AO1

Mid-point:
Writing (90word) and
Translation
(E→F)
(Walking,
Talking?)

Links to Prior Learning:
Revision of work done on
basic opinions and
present-tense formation,
expanding to include all
verb types (regular).
Introduction of complex
structure (si clause) and
introduction of key
irregular verbs in the
present tense, useful for
this context.

AO2

Vocabulary:
➢ Sports (using
jouer and faire)
➢ Key Frequency
phrases
➢ Hobbies and
free-time
activities
➢ Weather
➢ Questions

Assessment

Topic
Free Time

AO3

Cultural Links:
➢ Famous French
figures
➢ French customs
(kisses) and school
routine / life

Links

Skills tested
AO1

Grammar:
➢ Basic adjectival
agreements
➢ Revise definite and
indefinite articles
➢ Qualifiers
➢ Present tense ‘er’
verbs
➢ Basic opinions
➢ Key connectives

Links to Prior
Learning:
This unit builds on
the first, expanding
upon grammar
learnt (e.g.
movement onto
justifying opinions
more frequently and
introducing
qualifiers) whilst
continuing to revise
the present tense
for ‘er’ verbs and
practising basic
adjectival
agreement.

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
Expansion of opinions to
include justifications. All
regular verbs explored,
with some key irregulars
introduced. Introduction
of more complex
structures (si clauses)
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 1 – Free Time
➢ Movement from 40 to
90 word writing tasks

AO4

GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 1 – Me, My
family and Friends
➢ Introduction to GCSEStyle Skills
Assessments (L, R, W)

End of unit:
Speaking
(General
Conversatio
n-Style
Questions)
AO2

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
All AOs practised,
building students’
confidence with
understanding and
manipulating language
and basic structures
(singular present tense,
basic opinions, different
types of noun).

Vocabulary:
➢ Colours
➢ Time
➢ School subjects
➢ Basic opinions and
justifications
➢ Clothes and
uniform
➢ School day
➢ Seasons / holidays
➢ Days of the week
➢ School facilities

Mid-point:
Writing
(Preparation
for Speaking
Questions)
(Walking,
Talking?)

AO3

Pupils will have the
opportunity to practise
all skill areas and build
on strategies such as
recognising cognates

School

Assessment

Topic

Links

Assessment

Skills tested
AO1

Links to Prior Learning:
Given the significant
disparity between
student experiences at
different primary
feeders, this unit allows
for recap of basic
introductions and
language for new
learners whilst also
providing revision and
consolidation for those
who may have covered
elements previously.

Summer

AO4

Grammar:
➢ Dealing with cognates
➢ Question words
➢ Singular present tense
of ‘avoir’
➢ Definite and indefinite
articles
➢ Singular present tense
of ‘aimer’
➢ Basic opinions
➢ Singular present tense
of ‘être’
➢ Key connectives
➢ Negatives with
‘ne…pas’
➢ Adjective agreements
(feminine singular)
➢ Regular ‘er’ verbs
➢ Possessive adjectives

End of unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (40word) /
Translation
(E→F)
AO2

Vocabulary:
➢ Greetings and
introductions
➢ Forming questions
➢ Alphabet
➢ Numbers 1-100
➢ Name, Age and
Birthday
➢ Colours
➢ Classroom items and
language
➢ Family members
➢ Descriptions (hair,
eyes, size etc.) and
personality
➢ Basic opinions
➢ Free-time activities

Mid-point:
Writing (40word) and
Translation
(E→F)
(Walking,
Talking?)

AO3

Self, Family and Friends

Spring

AO4

7

Topic

Year

Autumn

GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 2 – Home,
Town, Neighbourhood
and Region
➢ Consolidation of 90
word technique

Cultural links :
➢ ‘Holidays’ in France
/ French-speaking
countries

How does this
prepare students
for future learning?
All AOs practised.
Focus again is on
complexity, with
consolidation of
communicating in
two time frames
(Present and
Perfect this time allowing access to
higher bands on
GCSE mark
schemes)
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 2 – Travel
and Tourism
➢ Consolidation of
technique for
General
Conversation

Cultural links :
➢ French /
Francophone
festivals and
Christmas
traditions
➢ Speciality
dishes and
ingredients

AO1

Grammar:
➢ Present tense –
regulars
➢ Partitive
articles (du, de
la, des)
➢ Quantities with
‘de’
➢ Near future
tense
➢ Perfect tense
➢ Writing in 2
tenses together
➢ Writing in 3
tenses together

Mid-point:
Writing (90150 word)
(Walking,
Talking?)
End of unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (90150 word)
and
Translation
(F→E and
E→F)

Links to Prior Learning:
Key grammar such as
present tense and key
opinion structures are
revised here in a new
context. Additionally,
producing language in
two time frames is
continued (as per Y8
units 1 and 2) and indeed
built upon (movement
into three time frames)

AO2

Pupils consolidate
technique for
generalconversation
speaking questions
(done Y7 unit 2)

Festivals
Vocabulary:
➢ Festivals
➢ Opinions –
favourite /
least favourite
etc and reasons
➢ Numbers up to
2,000
➢ Activities
➢ Food
➢ Quantities
➢ Speciality
dishes and
ingredients

Pupils will consolidate
technique for writing 90word tasks and, where
appropriate, move to
producing 150 words.

AO3

AO2

End of unit:
Speaking
(General
Conversatio
n-Style
Questions)

Links to Prior
Learning:
This unit focuses on
widening students’
range (adjectives,
opinions, verbs,
complex
structures), whilst
looking at a new
tense and time
frame.

AO4

Cultural links :
➢ Paris attractions

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
All AOs practised,
building students’
confidence with
understanding and
manipulating language.
Shift in complexity,
with focus on
communicating in two
time frames (allowing
access to higher bands
on GCSE mark schemes).
New GCSE context
introduced, widening
pupils’ range and
variety of language.

Grammar:
➢ Present irregulars –
avoir and etre
➢ ‘Au’, ‘en’, ‘aux’
with countries
➢ Perfect tense –
avoir regulars
➢ Perfect tense –
avoir irregulars
➢ Perfect tense – etre
verbs
➢ Negatives
➢ Combining 2 tenses
(Present and
Perfect)

Mid-point:
Writing
(Preparation
for Speaking
Questions)
(Walking,
Talking?)

AO3

Pupils will consolidate
technique for writing
90-word tasks
(introduced at the end
of Y7).

Holidays
Vocabulary:
➢ Key details –
where, who with,
what it is like
➢ Past time phrases
➢ Past activities
➢ Theme park visit
➢ Transport for
holiday
➢ Problems
➢ Comparison –
normal and past
holiday

AO4

AO1
AO2

End of unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (40-90
words) /
Translation
(F→E and
E→F)

Links to Prior Learning:
Revision of key grammar
covered in Y7, in a new
context: Present Tense
etc. This is equally true
for the skill of forming
and justifying opinions.

AO2

Grammar:
➢ Present tense (‘je’ and
‘nous’ focus)
➢ Basic negatives
➢ Present tense of ‘aller’
➢ Modal verbs + infinitive
(pouvoir, vouloir)
➢ Preposition ‘à’
➢ Differences between
‘tu’ and ‘vous’
➢ Near future tense
➢ Using sequencers
➢ Using 2 tenses together

Mid-point:
Writing (4090-word +
Translation
E→F)

AO3

Where I live
Vocabulary:
➢ Locations
➢ Countries
➢ Nationalities
➢ House types
➢ Rooms in a house
➢ Key activities in house
➢ Transactional language
– inviting someone out
and café dialogues
➢ Drinks and snacks
➢ Future plans (trip to a
city)

AO4

8

AO1
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How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
All AOs practised.
Consolidation of
communicating in two
time frames and shift
towards communicating
in three time frames
(allowing access to top
bands on GCSE mark
schemes). Introduction to
technique for describing
a photo.
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 1 – Customs and
Festivals
➢ Movement from 90 to
150 word writing tasks
➢ Work on describing a
photo (GCSE Writing
and Speaking)
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Cultural links :
➢ Cultural unit on
film – authentic
language in a new
context.

All AOs practised.
Transactional language
practised in context of
arranging to meet up
and a shopping trip in
order to help students
prepare for demands of
GCSE Speaking Roleplay.
Increased complexity –
negatives etc.
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 1 – Technology
and Free Time
➢ Consolidation of 90
word technique
➢ Transactional
language focus with
Speaking Role-Play in
mind

Revision of key
grammar such as
adjectival
agreement,
comparatives and
using three
timeframes
How does this
prepare students
for future learning?
All AOs practised.
Focus on the
technique of the
GCSE Photocard
(Foundation Writing
and Speaking –
Both).
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 3 - School
➢ Theme 1 –
Relationships
➢ Consolidation of
technique for
General
Conversation and
focus on
techniques and
strategies for
GCSE Photocard
(Writing and
Speaking)

Grammar:
➢ Jouer à vs.
Faire de
➢ Adjective
agreements
➢ Imperatives (tu
and vous)
➢ Il faut (and
other obligation
phrases)
➢ Avoir phrases
(illnesses)
➢ Depuis
➢ Forming and
answering
questions in 3
tenses

End of unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (90150 word)

Links to prior learning
All major tenses learned
across KS3 are revised
and used in a different
context. Sport in the
context of Free Time is
revised following the Y7
Free Time topic.
Transactional language is
practised again to help
prepare students fully for
the demands of the GCSE
Speaking Roleplay

AO1
AO2

AO1

Vocabulary:
➢ Sport
➢ Sporting hero
➢ Directions
➢ Health advice
➢ Body parts
➢ Illnesses
➢ Injuries
➢ Transactional
language –
doctor’s

Mid-point:
Writing (90150 word)
(Walking,
Talking?)

AO2

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?

This cultural unit
allows students to
revise and
consolidate
language from a
variety of previous
units given the
subject matter:
a) Descriptions,
Friendships and
Relationships (Y7
Unit 1)
b) School elements
(Y7 Unit 2)

Sport and Health

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?

AO3

Grammar:
➢ Adjectival
agreements
➢ Comparatives and
Superlatives
➢ Reflexive verbs
➢ Introduce
conditional
➢ Revise perfect
tense

End of unit:
Speaking
(General
Conversatio
n-Style
Questions)
AO2

Pupils also consolidate
technique for writing
90-word tasks
(introduced at the end
of Y7)

Links to prior
learning

Cultural links :
➢ Cultural
information –
sport and
French sporting
heroes

AO4

Cultural links :
➢ Francophone celebrities

Vocabulary:
➢ Characters
➢ Themes
➢ Comparisons
➢ Descriptions (pupils
/ teachers)
➢ Relationships
➢ Ideal friend /
teacher
➢ Film reviews

Mid-point:
Writing
(Photocard
and
Preparation
for Speaking
Questions)
(Walking,
Talking?)

AO3

AO1

End of unit:
Writing (90word) and
Translation
(E→F)

Revision of key grammar
covered in Y7/8, in a
partially new context
(expanding on Y7 unit 3
and incorporating more
technology etc): Present
Tense, Opinions, Near
future, Perfect Tense.
Communication in three
time frames
consolidated.

Cultural Topic (Film)
– Les Choristes

AO4

Grammar:
➢ Adjectival agreement
(singular and plural)
➢ Forming questions using
‘tu’
➢ Revise near future
tense
➢ Revise present tense
including irregular ‘lire’
➢ Negatives ‘ne…jamais,
ne…rien’
➢ Revise Perfect tense
regulars and introduce
irregulars
➢ Using 3 tenses together

Links to prior learning

AO2

Vocabulary:
➢ Favourite / least
favourite celebrities
➢ TV programmes
➢ Digital technology
➢ Time / Frequency
phrases
➢ Films
➢ Transactional language
– arranging to watch a
film
➢ Reading
➢ Past shopping trip

Mid-point:
Writing (90word) and
Translation
(E→F)
(Walking,
Talking?)

AO3

TV, Cinema and
Technology

AO4

9

All AOs practised. As the
final unit in KS3, this
allows students to
communicate effectively
in three time frames
across 5/6 tenses (for
highest-attaining pupils).
GCSE Link:
➢ Theme 2 – Social Issues
(Health)
➢ Theme 1 – Free Time
(Sport)
➢ Consolidation of 150
word writing tasks
➢ Consolidation of
Roleplay technique

Skills-wise, all AOs are
practised, helping pupils
to understand the
increase in challenge at
this stage. Assessments
reflect this. This is the
first unit of the Theme
1 group

Grammar
➢ Partitive article
➢ Present tense –
boire / prendre
➢ Il faut + infinitive
➢ Adjectives of colour
➢ Subject and object
pronouns
➢ Modal verbs –
pouvoir / vouloir /
devoir
➢ Asking questions
➢ Pronoun ‘en’
➢ Tu vs. Vous
➢ Venir de + infinitive
➢ Il y a + time phrase
➢ Using a combination
of tenses together

Grammar-wise,
Foundation students
are able to
consolidate
understanding of
the 3 key time
frames whilst
Higher Students can
cover new grammar
such as ‘venir de’.

End of Unit:
Listening,
Reading +
Translation
(F→E) and
Writing (90word and
150-word)

AO1

Holidays
Vocabulary
➢ Countries
➢ Transport
➢ Locations
➢ Activities
➢ Accommodation
➢ Facilities
➢ Ideal holiday
➢ Hotel dialogue
➢ Problems
➢ Food
➢ Restaurant
dialogue
➢ Past meal
➢ Journey (Plane,
Train)
➢ Souvenirs

AO2

Mixed Exam
Paper (1-9)
for
Listening,
Reading and
Writing.
Speaking:
Full exam at
Foundation
level

AO3

Y10 Exams
Content:
Based on first 4
units only

AO4

Links to prior
learning
➢ Food / Quantities
/ Specialities (Y8
Unit 3)
➢ Shops (Y8 Unit 1)
➢ Daily routine
➢ Festivals and
traditions (Y8
Unit 3)
➢ Partitive article
and
boire/prendre
(Y8 Unit 3)
➢ Il faut (Y9 Unit 3)
➢ Modal verbs (Y8
Unit 1)
How does this
prepare students
for future learning?
This is the third
topic in the Theme
1 section. It builds
on what students
have covered in Y8
Unit 3, with extra
focus on
transactional
language in a
clothes shop, which
ties in with the
Roleplay that
students complete
as part of the
Foundation and
Higher Speaking
exam.

Grammar
➢ Reflexive verbs
➢ Using different
time frames
➢ Conditional
tense
➢ Reflexives in
perfect tense
➢ En + present
participle
➢ Avant de
➢ Demonstrative
adjectives and
pronouns
➢ Pluperfect
tense

AO1

AO1
AO2

End of Unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing
(Photocard,
Foundation
Translation
E→F and 90word)

Links to prior learning
➢ Countries (Y8 Unit 1)
➢ Transport (Y8 Unit 2)
➢ Activities (Y8 Unit 2)
➢ Accommodation and
facilities (Y8 Unit 2)
➢ Problems (Y8 Unit 2)
➢ Restaurant dialogue
(Y8 Unit 1)
➢ Reflexives (Y9 Unit 2)
➢ Conditional tense (Y9
Unit 2)

AO2
AO3

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
As the first unit of the
GCSE Course, this topic
builds on work
completed in Y7 on Self,
family and friends
whilst also allowing for
revision of key grammar
such as the present
tense and adjectival
agreements. In
addition, pupils are able
to expand their
vocabulary further in
relation to this topic.
There are also
opportunities to extend
with additional
grammar points

Festivals and
Traditions
Vocabulary
➢ Food
➢ Different meals
➢ Quantities
➢ Shops
➢ Shop dialogue
➢ Clothes
➢ Patterns and
materials
➢ Colours
➢ Clothes shop
dialogue
➢ Shopping problems
➢ Daily routine
➢ Questions
➢ Special occasions
(food)
➢ Key festivals
➢ Polite language
➢ Family celebrations
– describing an
event
➢ Traditions

AO3

AO2

Links to prior learning
➢ Family, descriptions,
Friends (Y7 Unit 1)
➢ Relationships (Y9 Unit
2)
➢ Places in a town,
preposition à (Y8 Unit
1)
➢ Time (Y7 Unit 2)
➢ Role models (Y9 Unit
1)
➢ Adjectival agreement
(Y7 Units 1 and 2, Y9
Units 1 and 2)
➢ Present Tense (Y7-9
all units)
➢ Reflexives (Y9 Unit 2)
➢ Near Future Tense
(Y8 Unit 1 / 3)
➢ Perfect Tense (Y8
Unit 2, Y9 Unit 1)

AO4

Grammar
➢ Adjectival agreement
➢ Present tense – regulars
and irregulars
➢ Present tense – avoir /
être / aller
➢ Definite and indefinite
articles
➢ Prepositions
➢ à + le etc
➢ Relative pronoun ‘qui’
➢ Reflexive verbs
➢ Emphatic pronouns
➢ Near Future Tense
➢ Perfect Tense
➢ Imperfect Tense
➢ Using multiple tenses
together
➢ Pour + infinitive

End of Unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing
(Photocard
and 90-word)

AO3

Self, Family and
Relationships
Vocabulary
➢ Family members
➢ Physical and personality
descriptions
➢ Places in a town
➢ Prepositions
➢ Time phrases
➢ Time
➢ Qualities of a good
friend
➢ Opinions
➢ Relationships
➢ Making arrangements to
meet up / go out
➢ Describing a night out
➢ Connectives
➢ Life when younger
➢ Passions
➢ Role models

AO4
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Skills-wise, all AOs are
practised and pupils
complete a Speaking
Assessment similar to
those carried out for
Y7/8/9 Unit 2. This can
be tiered where
appropriate. This is the
second unit of the
Theme 1 group

Grammar
➢ Different ways of
saying ‘in’
➢ Imperative
➢ Pronoun ‘y’
➢ Negatives
➢ Asking questions
using ‘quel’
➢ Using idiom
➢ Simple future tense
➢ Present, perfect
and simple future
together

Links to prior
learning
➢ Accommodation
types and
countries (Y8 Unit
1)
➢ Weather (Y7 Unit
3)
➢ Transport (Y8
Unit 2)
➢ Directions (Y9
Unit 3)
➢ Negatives (Y7
Unit 1 and Y8
Unit 1)
➢ 3 tenses together
(Y8 Unit 3 and Y9
Unit 1)
How does this
prepare students
for future learning?
This unit introduces
a new Theme (2)
and consolidates
the use of multiple
tenses in a new
context, whilst also
overtly covering the
Simple Future
Tense. Pupils have
the opportunity to
widen their
knowledge of
transactional
language and idiom
(necessary for
Grades 8-9).
For those aiming for
Higher, the
coverage of
grammar points
such as imperatives
allows them to
increase the
complexity of their
work further.
3 AOs are tested in
preparation for Y10
mocks.

How does this prepare
student for future
learning?
This unit builds on the
work completed in the
same topic during Y8
(Unit 2). Here, pupils
continue to revise key
grammar in new contexts
whilst broadening their
knowledge of topicspecific vocabulary and
grammatical structures.

AO3
AO3

AO1
AO2

End of Unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (40word, 90word and
Higher
Translation
E→F)

This is the second unit of
the Theme 2 group and
following on from the Y10
exams, this unit acts as a
good opportunity for
pupils to work on key AO
skills and consolidate
their understanding of
material covered first in
Y8 (Unit 2). For Higher
students, introduction of
more complex elements
such as ‘en’ + present
participle and
demonstrative adjectives
and pronouns enables
them to incorporate a
wider variety of
structures in their work.
AO4

How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
Following on from the
first unit, this topic
builds on work
completed in Y7/9 on
Free Time whilst also
allowing for revision of
key grammar such as
the imperfect tense.
Once again, pupils are
able to expand their
vocabulary further in
relation to this topic.
There are also
opportunities to extend
with additional
grammar points (Direct
Object Pronouns)

Home, Town and
Local Area
Vocabulary
➢ Types of
accommodation
➢ Countries
➢ Geographical
features
➢ Weather
➢ Transport
➢ Places in a town
➢ Directions
➢ Directions dialogue
➢ Activities
➢ Regional elements
➢ Negative phrases
➢ Positives and
negatives of town /
village / district
➢ Attractions
➢ Community projects
/ Volunteering
opportunities

AO3

Links to prior learning
➢ Sports (Y7 Unit 3 and
Y9 Unit 3)
➢ Film Types and
describing films (Y9
Unit 1 and 2)
➢ TV programmes and
preferences (Y9 Unit
1)
➢ Actors and actresses
(Y9 Unit 1)
➢ Types of reading
material and reading
habits (Y9 Unit 1)
➢ Jouer and faire (Y7
Unit 3 and Y9 Unit 3)
➢ Comparatives (Y9
Unit 2)
➢ Comparing Past and
Present (Y8 Unit 2)

AO4

AO2

Tiered for
those we
already know,
otherwise
Higher Mark
Scheme.

AO3

Grammar
➢ Present tense – faire
➢ Jouer à / de
➢ Faire de + sport
➢ Position of adjectives
➢ Depuis + present tense
➢ Possessive pronouns
➢ Comparatives
➢ Relative pronoun ‘que’
➢ Imperfect tense
➢ Comparing past and
present
➢ Direct object pronouns
➢ Superlatives

End of Unit:
Speaking
(General
ConversationStyle
Questions)

AO4

Technology and Free
Time
Vocabulary
➢ Sports
➢ Instruments
➢ Opinions
➢ Devices
➢ Music
➢ Film types
➢ TV Programmes
➢ Preferences for sport
➢ Activities online
➢ Types of reading
material
➢ Reading habits past vs.
present
➢ TV preferences
➢ Describing films
➢ Talking about actors /
actresses

AO1
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This is the first unit
from Theme 3 and
means that pupils will
have covered material
from all 3 themes. All
AOs are practised and
all but Speaking are
tested, as this will be
done for mocks.

Grammar
➢ Modal verbs in the
conditional
➢ Passive
➢ Indirect object
pronouns
➢ Using 3 time frames

AO1

End of Unit:
Listening,
Reading and
Writing (90word and
150-word)

Links to prior
learning
➢ Modal verbs (Y8
Unit 1, Y10 Unit
3)
➢ 3 tenses together
(Y8 Unit 3, Y9
Unit 1 and Y10
Unit 4)

AO2

Global and Social
Issues
Vocabulary
➢ What makes you
tick
➢ Rights
➢ Problems
➢ Solutions
➢ Environmental
issues
➢ Protecting the
environment
➢ Ethical shopping
➢ Poverty and
homelessness
➢ Volunteering –
reasons
➢ Big events –
positives and
negatives

AO3

AO2

Links to prior learning
➢ Subjects, Time and
days of the week,
School description and
facilities (Y7 Unit 2)
➢ Teachers / Pupils (Y10
Unit 1)
➢ Healthy Living (Y9 Unit
3)
➢ Diet (Y8 Unit 3 and Y10
Unit 3)
➢ Injuries, illnesses and
remedies (Y9 Unit 3)
➢ Doctor’s dialogue (Y9
Unit 3)
➢ School trip (Y8 Unit 2
and Y10 Unit 5)
➢ Possessive adjectives
(Y7 Unit 1)
➢ Imperatives (Y9 Unit 3)
➢ Simple Future Tense
(Y10 Unit 4)
How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
This unit builds on the
work completed in Y7
Unit 2 and also Y9 Unit
3, straddling two
Themes (2 – Social
Issues and 3 – School).
As well as having the
opportunity toe revise a
lot of material
previously covered,
pupils also have the
opportunity to develop
their understanding of
structures such as
infinitive constructions
and how to form and
use adverbs.

AO4

Grammar
➢ Definite articles
➢ Comparisons
➢ Present tense – 3rd
person singular/plural
➢ Possessive adjectives
➢ Infinitive constructions
➢ Imperative
➢ Adverbs
➢ Simple Future Tense
➢ Pronoun ‘on’

End of Unit:
Listening,
Reading +
Translation
(F→E) and
Writing
(Photocard,
40-word and
150-word)

AO3

School / Health
Vocabulary
➢ Subjects
➢ Time
➢ Days of the week
➢ Opinions and reasons
➢ School day
➢ School facilities
➢ School description (key
information)
➢ Teachers / pupils
➢ Comparing French /
English school systems
➢ Rules
➢ Uniform
➢ Healthy living
➢ Diet
➢ Vices – smoking,
alcohol, drugs
➢ Stress
➢ Injuries, illnesses and
remedies
➢ Doctor’s dialogue
➢ School exchange / trip

AO4
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How does this
prepare students
for future learning?
As the final unit of
the GCSE course,
this unit deals with
2 of the toughest
topics in terms of
specific vocabulary
(global issues –
environment /
poverty and
homelessness and
social issues –
charity and
volunteering). All
AOs are practised in
preparation for the
real exams and
students consolidate
their understanding
of how to complete
90/150 word tasks
as appropriate.

Revision Schedule and Exams

Grammar
➢ Job nouns
➢ Conditional tense
➢ Better/worse and
best/worst thing
➢ Perfect infinitive
➢ Subjunctive
➢ Direct object pronouns
in the perfect tense
➢ Verbs followed by à and
de
➢ Si clauses and Quand /
lorsque structures
(future)

Links to prior learning
➢ Future Plans (Y8 Unit
1)
➢ Conditional Tense (Y9
Unit 2)
➢ Direct Object
Pronouns (Y10 Unit 2)
How does this prepare
students for future
learning?
In the build up to mock
exams, this unit is the
final one in the Theme 3
section. This will allow
students to choose from
a wide selection of
topics for their
nominated theme for
the General
Conversation element
for the Speaking
assessment. Language
covered builds on what
has been learnt
previously, with the
majority of grammar
having already been
covered and therefore
plenty of revision in a
new context occurring.
All AOs practised in
preparation for mocks.
Higher students
introduced to
Subjunctive which is
associated with top
grade responses.

AO2
AO3

Foundation
and Higher
Past Papers
for all 4 Skills
(Speaking
mock oral
with
invigilator)

AO3

Jobs and Future Plans
Vocabulary
➢ Jobs
➢ Places of work
➢ Work preferences
➢ Career choices
➢ Key elements of jobs
(e.g. salary)
➢ Future plans, hopes and
wishes
➢ Job applications, CVs
and covering letters
➢ Jobs dialogues
(interviews)
➢ Tasks
➢ Positives and negatives
➢ Skills
➢ Chores

AO1
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AO4

Mocks

Revision Schedule

